
1. Copying and Comprehension: Passage
and Vocabulary

This Week’s Passage

<> 1a. Read this week’s passage aloud with your teacher.
1. Scribes had to be orderly in penning the Bible. 
2. God is faithful to us by giving us His Word--and keeping it.
3. Diocletion is the man described in the Read Only box.
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Character Focus: Orderliness

Vocabulary Box
Words that give describe God’s Word (adjective)
holy inspired reliable
genuine complete constant
truthful acute righteous
perfect life-giving convicting
accurate unerring authentic
resolute thought-provoking sharper
miraculous unchangeable God-breathed
affirmative infallible bona fide
impeccable incontestable incontrovertible
authoritative irrefutable

Vocabulary Box
Words that describe an orderly person (adjective)
tidy neat organized
adept precise habitual
optimal effective disciplined
systematic methodical efficient
adroit dexterous impeccable
inexorable arduous assiduous
expeditious complaisant autonomous
punctilious

Before there were machines that printed pages, every word of a book had to be copied by
hand. The man who did this hard job was called a scribe. He worked to make sure that every
single word and mark he copied was exactly the same as the page he was copying from.

During the early days of scribes, kings in some countries hated the Bible. These leaders
tried to get rid of all of the Bibles. But God made a promise long ago that His Word would never
be done away with.EXT

EN
All

Many horrendous rulers burned every Bible their soldiers could find. One ungodly king was
known as an emperor. He burned down churches and every Bible in his kingdom. He even said
he got rid of all the Christians. But God was faithful! God’s Word and God’s people continued.RE

AD
ON

LY

Character Focus:
Something has to be
tested before it can be
proven.



4. He was the emperor of Rome from A.D. 284-305.
5. He thought he had stopped Christianity, but he did not!

<> 1b. In the Read Only paragraph of the passage, highlight the word emperor.
1. An emperor is like a king.
2. He is the ruler of an empire.
3. Some emperors did not like the Bible!

<> 1c. On the lines provided, write two words that describe God’s Word from theVocabulary Box, located at the beginning of this week's lesson.

1.___________________________________________________________

2.___________________________________________________________

<> 1d.On the lines provided, use the word emperor in a sentence about Christians.
Sentence containing emperor
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

<> 1e. On the lines provided, copy this week’s passage at the level directed by your teacher.
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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Teacher Tip: Be sure to
have your student read
the passage aloud with
you or to you everyday of
the week.  He will be
working on vocabulary,
spelling, grammar, com-
position, and dictation all
week based on this pas-
sage. He cannot be
expected to spell words
that he is unable to read.
Use CQLA as an exten-
sion of your reading pro-
gram by having him read
to you from the passage
each day, discuss the
passage, and work with
the vocabulary orally.

Character Focus: God's
Word often helps and
comforts us in trouble.

Further Study: Visit a
print shop or news-
paper office. Notice
how every page of print
must be perfect.
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______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Teacher Tip: If your stu-
dent does not seem chal-
lenged by the spelling
lessons provided or if you
want to give him more
spelling words than this
curriculum offers, consid-
er the words he misses
during his sentence writ-
ing, essay writing, and
dictation quizzes.  You
may desire to add two to
five words that he missed
during the previous
week’s lessons to his
weekly spelling lesson to
further challenge him.

Character Focus:
Testing verifies perma-
nence.



______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
<> 1f. Review your copy with your teacher, and correct any errors.
<> 1g. Optional: Make a minit-book containing this week’s passage.

2. Spelling: Prefix un
Examples: undo, unmade

<> 2a. Read this week’s passage aloud with your teacher.
<> 2b. In the READ ONLY box, highlight the word faithful.

1. A prefix is a group of letters or one letter that comes at the
beginning of a word.

2. You don't need a prefix to make a real word.
3. There are a lot of words that can have the prefix un.
4. A prefix is often added to the beginning of a word.
5. A prefix makes a word mean something new.
6. The prefix un means “not.”
7. So when someone says, "I am unfaithful," he means he is not faithful.
8. The prefix un goes onto the beginning of words.
9. The prefix does not go on every word.
10. It only goes on some words. 
11. It goes on the front of a word when the writer wants to change the

meaning of a word.
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Teacher Tip: If your
Level Pre A student is not
used to taking notes,
walk him through the
note-taking process. Ask
him which words he
thinks will help him
remember what that sen-
tence said. Coach him as
he takes his notes. If nec-
essary, feel free to write
his notes for him as he
dictates them to you.

Teacher Tip: Generally
speaking, when prefix-
es are added to words
(prefixes are placed at
the beginning of root
words), they do not
change the spelling of
the root word--but they
do change meanings of
words.

Teacher Tip: Determine the appropriate amount of vocabulary work for your younger Level
Pre A students. You may want to look up the words in the dictionary together and discuss the
meanings rather than completing the written work. Regardless of how many vocabulary words
he studies, help him understand the passage by discussing it, using context clues, and com-
pleting the dictionary work either orally or in writing.



<> 2c. On the lines provided, copy the spelling words at the level directed by yourteacher.

ALL

1. ________________________ 2. ____________________________unfit undone
3. __________________________ 4. __________________________________unpack unreal
5. __________________________ 6. __________________________________unlock unload

EXTENSION

7. __________________________ 8. __________________________________unless unfold
9. __________________________ 10. ____________________________unjust unfair

Review Words

__________________________ ______________________________
__________________________ ______________________________
__________________________ ______________________________
__________________________ ______________________________

<> 2d. Add this week’s new words to page 87 of your Spelling Notebook.
<> 2e. Every day this week, study these words and any others you have listed inyour Review Words section.
<> 2f. Extension: Write other un words and their meanings (in your own words) onthe lines provided.
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Words for Key Word
Outline 

Remember, you can use
synonyms for words in
the passage when writing
your Key Word Outline.
For example, instead of
writing came for came
back, you could use the
word returned to use
fewer words but keep the
original meaning.

Character Focus: Some
people say they can do
things they have never
done. It is easy for them
to boast like this, but a
person cannot prove he
can do something until
he tries.

Further Study: Learn
the words to the hymn
"The Bible Stands."




